I am writing this memo to you from the perspective of a
fire apparatus operator and tester. Though I offer this
collection of my observations and opinions, I do so
voluntarily but with the full integrity of my personal and
professional experience. The objective of the testing we
did was to determine the maximum and practical limitations
of your pump and water delivery design. We did not intend
to do any certification but I am confident if you choose to
do so, you will be able to reproduce the numbers we saw in
our tests done on May 16, 2017 at Marine Stadium. This
memo is separated into 3 parts. The first describing the
testing process and test results. The second portion will
be an analysis on the performance and design limitation as
is compared to a common fire pump. The third portion will
discuss possible water deliver scenarios (largely by
opinion) as to what may be the most efficient or effective
method for fire ground water delivery from your design.
TESTING:
On May 16, 2017, we ran a series of water output testing on
your experimental fire devilry amphibious vehicle. We were
using an Akron 2 1/2 inch test apparatus and a calibrated
gauge. The experimental vehicle was backed into approx. 3
feet of salt water at approx. 63 degrees fahrenheit. For
the first test, water was pumped through a 2 1/2 nozzle to
determine the maximum volume output of the pump. The

second test was conducted using at 3/4inch nozzle to
determine a practical maximum pressure for the pump.
Results:
Test 1.
2 1/2 nozzle volume test.
Output: 2 1/2in nozzle 1065 GPM@50 psi.
Notes: What this test tells us is the practical volume
working capacity of the pump. The pump achieved 1065 GPM
at approximately 5400 RPM. It should be noted that the
pump generated 44 psi at approx. 4500RPM which calculates
to 1000GPM. From this we can see the pump nears it's
practical volume capacity at or around 1000 GPM. It should
be noted that we likely could achieve larger volumes with
additional testing and modifications to the procedure.
Test 2. 3/4in nozzle pressure test.
Output: 3/4in nozzle: 176 GPM@120 psi.
Notes: This test reveals the maximum pressure capacity of
the pump. In this case we achieved a maximum pressure
using a 3/4in nozzle. At approx. 5400 RPM a pressure of
110 psi @ 176 GPM was achieved.
ANALYSIS:
The delivery of water through this experimental vehicle
comes through an adjustable redirection of the jet pump
(main propulsion) located on the stern of the vehicle. The
water is redirected by adjustable plate at a 90 degree
angle into the fire plumbing. During the test the full
volume of water was directed into the fire plumbing however
it should be noted that the operator can direct a portion
of the water in the case he must maintain steerage over the
vehicle. The output pump is of a pump-jet design. The
pump-jet works on the principle of axial flow in which a
large volume of water is moved at a high velocity. The
design allows for a large diameter output to exit the pump
at high velocity regardless of turbulence or
aeration. This makes for a good purchase on the static
surface water and provides for good "grip." This pump
design efficiently moves a large volume of water, but at a
lower pressure relative to the centrifugal design. By
contrast, a centrifugal fire pump is designed to move a
relatively lower volume of water at a higher

pressure. Most municipal fire engines are rated at a
minimum of 1500GPM and 300 PSI. The normal working
pressures of a fire pump are wide in range but there are
several applications that require a higher pressure. It
should be noted that a fire pump is a single purpose pump
and only operates efficiently in the absence of turbulence
or aeration and is usually powered by a large commercial
diesel engine (600hp 12 liter Detroit, etc).
Relative to the 300hp gasoline engine, the efficiency of
this design is remarkable. The test results confirm the
design limitations of the water-jet axial flow pump, but
also reveal its remarkable efficiency for volume. In
hydraulic flow calculation, the higher the velocity of
water, the larger the turbulence, and therefore larger
friction loss. The large volume, low pressure efficiency
of this pump and apparatus allows for a relatively small
power source to generate 1000+ GPM. The very design takes
full advantage of the existing pump/engine combination. If
this design were modified for the purposes of generating
pressure, the volume capacity of the pump would be severely
affected by the limitation of horsepower alone. By
contrast on the pressure side, the maximum pressure at the
nozzle we observed was 110psi. It confirms the ability of
the water-jet to achieve a higher pressure but at a limited
volume.
Applying this data to fire hose is somewhat subjective and
would require further testing to verify. However, by
theory, this design should easily be able to deliver
300+GPM through two handlines and achieve a nozzle pressure
of 50 psi. The basic math and theory behind this is as
follows: (2) 100 foot sections of 2 1/2 single jacketed
hose tipped with a smooth bore 15/16 in nozzle each would
yield 166 GPM (332 GPM combined). This would require the
pump to generate approx. 45 psi at the pump. Based on the
testing, this is more than reasonable to achieve. As a
frame of reference, NFPA standard 1710 requires the first
to handlines in a fire to deliver a minimum of 300psi
combined. This is a starting point, but you can arrange
many scenarios where this design is capable of achieving
these numbers so long as the application is at a low
pressure.
OPINION/COMMENT

The above Analysis is loaded with subjective opinion, but I
tried to keep it as close to what was observed as
possible. There is some extrapolation when discussing
handlines but I feel confident the numbers I suggested are
achievable. Specific to fire water delivery, as a fire
apparatus designed for light duty, fast attack, highly
mobile, amphibious attack...I feel you have achieved a
highly efficient, reliable, and effective
design. Outfitting a fire apparatus is a different and
highly modifiable discussion. But again, specific to water
delivery, this design is only going to be effective as a
low pressure, high volume design. This is NOT a limitation
for its effectiveness at all. There are some limitations
to a low pressure/high volume design that I will cover at
the end.
The key to efficiently deploying this design with the
current pump performance is to key in on the high volume
low pressure delivery model. Fire nozzles come in two
basic categories: automatic and manual. An automatic
nozzle is designed to absorb sudden changes in pressure by
opening its flow orifice under pressure and maintaining a
constant pressure with a varying GPM. Practically
speaking, they are designed to absorb the felt force by the
nozzle operator (nozzle reaction generated by pressure
changes).
Automatic nozzles are mostly designed to
operate at 100psi and will always be rated for a range of
GPMs...for example, an automatic nozzle may be rated from
30-350GPM @90-110 psi. There are some automatic nozzles by
TFT and Elkheart that are designed to work at lower
pressures. By contrast, a fixed gallonage (including a
selectable gallonage) nozzle is designed to operate at
50psi at the tip. If you take advantage of this ideal
nozzle pressure of 50psi by the use of smooth bore, stacked
tip, or select gallonage nozzles, the limitations
determined by pressure go away. In the fire service there
are departments who use either or both, and there are
situations that use either or both. In the case of your
design and its application, it simply suggests you design
your water delivery around lower pressures.
I want to share the other side of this pressure/volume
discussion. Fire ground hydraulics (water deliver) is all
about compensating for pressure and friction loss so that
we get the targeted (50 or 100 psi) to the nozzle. We
talked about friction in hose and in general, the larger
the hose, the lower the friction loss. As I mentioned, a

3" hose has a friction loss of 5 psi/100 feet where as an 1
3/4in hose has a friction loss of 30 psi/100 feet. You can
see the impact of 300 feet of hose immediately where the
total for a 3" hose is 15psi, and for a 1 3/4 is
90psi. Clearly, your design benefits from larger
hose. There is a practically here that you have to see as
well. Large hose is heavier (more water) and doesn't like
being moved. 2" or 2 1/2" or some compromise will have to
reveal itself. Further testing and design here
maybe. It's somewhat critical as it relates to the
practical application of a hose line! If we are talking
about the deck mounted nozzle...not at all. Another
consideration as it relates to pressure is elevation. For
every 10 feet (or one floor) of elevation you loose 5psi to
head pressure. In a gentle somewhat ground level
application this is meaningless..but imagine pumping up to
a house or up to a 3rd floor, or in the case of a high
rise, up to a 25th floor. Example: 25 floors =
125psi. House on a 30 foot bluff = 15psi. If your pump is
generating 100psi, you have a 100 foot practical vertical
lift before you hit 50psi at the nozzle (basic
theoretical). Again, it's all about appropriate
application and design objectives here.
The deck mounted nozzle and stream from your design and
vehicle is excellent. There is little reason here to use a
small diameter nozzle unless you are trying NOT to knock
something over or destroy it. The reach and quality of the
stream with a 2 1/2 in nozzle vs a 1in nozzle will be
minimal where as the volume of water in delivery is
dramatically different (1000+ vs. 209 GPM).
These are some things I have thought about from the
perspective of a firefighter:
1. When on a handline, particularly with a smooth bore
nozzle; sudden pressure changes are dangerous, especially
with larger bore nozzles. Being able to control the
pressure smoothly is key. In the case of your design the
control factor is throttle. Some thoughts: Cruise
control? Verneer (dash mounted electronic throttle),
pressure control device (relief valve). In the case of the
relief valve..it is a simple device that would be inline in
the plumbing section before the handline output.

2. Hose size. I mentioned it above but there really is a
balance here...small and nimble vs heavy, pressure
limitations, volume etc. I think 2" or 2 1/2" may be the
sweet spot for you. I have attached a friction loss
chart...pay attention to the 150 GPM line... you'll see
that 2 1/2 has a loss of 5psi where as the 2" is 18 psi.
3. Nozzles:
bore.

Fixed gallonage, select gallonage, or smooth

4. Realistically, we're over-comparing this design when we
look at the NFPA 2710 or at a fire apparatus. What I mean
is, this isn't a fire engine. It's not a fire boat. It's
a fast attack, highly nimble, highly modifiable amphibious
vehicle with a fire pump. It can effectively deliver up to
1000gpm at 50psi and it can do it incredibly quickly.
We
talked about our lifeguard boats...they pump 1000gpm. Go
figure.
Thanks again for the experience and for your invitation to
offer some insights. It was my pleasure. If this
generates more questions or thoughts, please feel free to
follow up with me. I'm open to any discussion or ideas you
want to vet out. I believe you have an excellent and
inspiring design and that there are many real applications
for it.
Best to you and your crew.
John W
Long Beach, CA

